We would like to thank the community for all your support
and co-operation during the coronavirus pandemic.

While the pandemic keeps a hold on small businesses and townships, the team at Major’s SUPA IGA has kept
their heads held high and are working to keep things running.
“Our workers have been working different hours to
restock and pack the store which means they have
been able to reduce the number of staff working in
store and less people put at risk,” store owner Brad
Major said.
All the while, both Brad and partner Rachael have had
other jobs on their hands as well.
“We’ve had our two kids here in the office while they’re
doing their schooling from home,” he said.
“It’s come with it’s challenges, but they’ve managed to

Where the locals matter

get their work done with time to keep active by playing
And while COVID-19 continues, the team would like to
continue to keep locals safe.
basketball amongst the stock in storeroom.”
“We would like to remind everyone to please keep doing
The crew have been overwhelmed by the community’s
the right thing as the pandemic isn’t over yet,” he said.
support.
Our deliveries are still available Monday to Friday, the
“We want to thank the members of the community
orders need to be in before 11.00 am for same day
who have been sending in cards, chocolates and even
shouting them coffee as a thank you for their hard work Deliveries.
Orders can be phoned in or emailed through.
during the crisis,” he said. We Cant wait for the day we
“We will continue to work hard to keep the store clean
don’t have to distance ourselves from the people we
and sanitised and keep the community safe.”
see every day.
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